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Abstract  
English  
This project explores, and tries to identify if and how humour and comedy can be used as 
communicative tools for creating awareness on feminism and other issues in society. Through 
media platforms, humour is used to promote different social agendas that can inspire and impact 
positive social change. In order to conduct this project, an extensive use of humour theories were 
applied. This project analyses and discusses different cases, in which humour has been used to both 
educate and entertain the viewer. This project ultimately finds that humour can be a useful tool to 
bring on discussion and awareness amongst people to otherwise sensitive topics. 
 
Dansk 
Dette projekt udforsker og prøver at identificerer, hvordan humor og komedie kan bruges som 
kommunikative værktøjer, til at bringe opmærksomhed omkring feminisme og andre 
samfundsrelaterede problemer. Gennem forskellige medieplatforme, bliver humor brugt til at 
fremme diverse sociale agendaer, der kan inspirere og have en impakt på positiv social forandring. 
For at gennemføre dette projekt er extensive teorier omhandlende humor taget i brug. Dette projekt 
analyserer og diskuterer forskellige tilfælde, i hvilke humor har været brugt til både at uddanne, 
samt underholde seeren. Dette projekt finder ultimativt, at humor kan være et nyttigt værktøj til at 
tilvejebringe diskussion, såvel som at bringe bevidsthed til mennesker vedrørende sensitive emner. 
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Introduction 
Plato, Aristotle, Quintilian and Cicero were the founding fathers of the three major humour theories. 
Even though they were critical of humour and comedy, claiming it to be, “a form of behaviour from 
which civilized man should shrink” (Perks, 2012: 120), humour today is seen as a major 
communication tool used among humans and it can prove to be very useful.  There are many ways 
to use humour; it can be a simple shared laugh between two friends connecting through a common 
understanding of a joke, it can shine a positive light on a difficult situation, and it can be a way of 
coping with and understanding shared life experiences. 
 The motivation behind this project is rooted in a general interest and fascination with 
feminism and the shared belief that gender equality is a human right which has not yet been 
achieved, despite of a continuous development in society. The discourse regarding gender equality 
in media is flourishing and gaining popularity like never before, and more and more people are 
speaking up about feminist issues. The way in which some comedians express their opinions on the 
subject is rather fascinating because of their humour functioning as a trojan horse carrying 
messages which aims to affect the receiver and provoke a reflection and preferably social change. 
This communicational aspect is what embodies the core of this project    
 Humour is a universal communication tool, which most people use in their lives to 
communicate with others, regardless of age or race. It can unite people in tough times, but it can 
also create division and conflict. Yet, this is not always the case. Sometimes humour is the element, 
which unites people in a positive way where it creates a common understanding. When humour is 
used as a communication tool it has the ability to impact social change. 
Humour in this project is used to illuminate how feminism can be communicated through 
humour, in order to give it a positive connotation, rather than the bad reputation feminism often is 
given in mainstream media, in which feminists are seen as “man-haters” who aim to make women 
superior to men. On various media platforms, the term feminism is often presented and depicted in 
a negative manner but we choose a case of media representation which instead communicates the 
ideals of feminism in a positive way.  
Our chosen theories  for this project will be applied to the Netflix comedy series Master of 
None with a specific focus on the episode “Ladies and Gentlemen”. The episode tackles different 
aspects of the feminist discourse, such as everyday sexism, the definition of feminism, and the 
different experiences between men and women. This approach enables us to bring the theories to 
life when applying them to a contemporary comedy series and demonstrating its different 
communication tools in action.  
It is our hope and intention that this project will help bring awareness to how humour as a 
communicative tool can be used to better the understanding of feminism and other social issues. 
Our expectations are to find that humour, when used for communicative purposes, carries endless 
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opportunities when applied as a form of Edutainment (education-entertainment). Therefore, the 
main research and problem statement for this Bachelor thesis will be: 
 
In which ways can humour be used as a communicative tool to identify issues in 
relation to feminism, and how can humour be used to educate and impact social 
change?  
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Methodological Strategies and Framework 
Clarifications 
For this project, we seek to answer different research questions that are related to our problem 
statement:  
 
• In the theory section, we look into the different theories concerned with humour described 
by acknowledged scholars. 
• In the analysis, we look at the comedy series Master of None, and more specifically the 
episode ‘Ladies & Gentlemen’ to which we identify and apply the theories we have found. 
• For the discussion chapter, we intend to divide into four different topics while relating back 
to the analysis and our findings there. The first discussion question deals with comedy for 
socio-political awareness; the second with feminism and female comedians through history; 
the third with limitations and applications of humour; and the fourth discusses how minority 
groups can talk about their social issues and empower themselves through the use of 
humour. We have chosen these topics in order to explore how humour can be used as a tool 
to inform and educate on feminist issues, enabling it to become a catalyst for social change.  
 
It is important for us to clarify that our stance is that there is an existing problem in how feminism 
is viewed. We believe that the word ‘feminist’ is often associated with misconceptions of women 
who hate men and only wish to better the social circumstances for women. We are aware that there 
are a lot of definitions of the term ‘feminism’. Today the phenomenon of feminism claims a myriad 
of contemporary movements and meanings, in which the two most fundamental division, are 
longstanding, 
 
“The first distinguishes between those who see equality with men and those who seek to 
maintain sexual difference but establish equality between the sexes. The second distinguishes 
between feminist thought and feminist activism, a divide that has broadened in recent decades 
as academic feminism has drifted away from its activist moorings.” (Bennett, 12-13) 
 
We wrote this project from the point of view that there was a problem in how feminism is 
understood, and the research will therefore be carried out with the intention to discover what the 
possibilities are when using humour for changing this social misconception. It is our belief that 
humour, and in particular comedy, can provide a more ‘easy-going’ approach to conveying 
feminism for persons otherwise not aware of the actual intended aim of the feminist cause.  
In order to conduct a fully transparent research, it is important to reflect on the norms and 
bias of the researchers. We recognize that there is a situational context in which we conduct our 
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research that can influence our approach. For instance, as students in the humanities studies at 
Roskilde University, we as researchers have several times dealt with feminism in various project 
reports and classes, and this has enabled us to fully understand and appreciate the purpose of 
feminism. Because we view ourselves as feminists, it is in our interest to further its cause through 
this project rapport, and bring forth our thoughts on how humour might better the general 
understanding of feminism.    
There are many ways, in which we could have carried out this project. Yet, we chose to base 
this project on studies done by acknowledged scholars as well as a thorough analysis based on our 
findings in the Theoretical framework. We would have liked to include a reception analysis too, 
however it was not viable for this project. We are aware that there is a lack of statistics concerning 
the show and the measured effect of humour has its limits to the extent that we cannot conclude or 
make any generalisations. 
 
Project Presentation 
In this specific project we use the case study method to understand the discourse of humour as a 
communication tool in a specified context, which is the social issues regarding feminism. In our 
quest to investigate how humour can be used as a tool to both educate and promote feminism, we 
collected a range of different articles from acknowledged scholars who have dealt with the fields of 
humour and feminism. We conducted a case study analysis of an episode from the Netflix series, 
‘Master of None’. Our project is anchored in analysing an episode through the use of extensive 
theory, where we will in turn cast light upon different theoretical angles concerning humour. It is 
the findings from the case study analysis, which later lead our discussion themes about humour 
discourses. 
The reason we have chosen this Netflix show and specific episode, is because the show is 
built on creating awareness to problems in society, sexism, multiculturalism, and enlightening their 
viewers of problems that exist in the North American culture. Aziz Ansari, who is one of the 
creators of the show also portrays the main character. Ansari - who has for the past decade and a 
half been recognized for several movie roles and stand-up shows in Hollywood - deliberately chose 
to use Netflix as the media platform, because of concerns of censoring applied by the Network 
stations in the US. Netflix is known for having TV-series that are not as filtered as shows from 
Network stations can be. Moreover, we chose this specific Netflix series because it - perhaps 
unintentionally- works well as an example of modern Edutainment (education-entertainment), a 
concept that will be further implemented and elaborated on in this project. 
 
Case Study 
When using a case study for research purposes, it is important to keep in mind that this can be one 
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of the most challenging methods in all of social science endeavours (Yin 2009). In this project we 
use the case study method to improve our knowledge in regards to how humour is used as a 
communicative tool. Furthermore, the case study method is used to comprehend complex social 
phenomena and it allows researchers, 
 
“(…) to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life events-such as individual life 
cycles, small group behavior, organizational and managerial processes, neighborhood change, 
school performance, international relations, and the maturation of industries” (Yin, 2009: 5). 
 
In most fields it is research methods that are the basis for production of knowledge (Pinsonneault 
and Kraemer 1993b in Dubé and Paré 2003) and, “Research methods shape the language we use to 
describe the world, and language shapes how we think about the world” (Benbasat and Weber 1996 
in Dubé and Paré 2003). There are various definitions of the term case study, Yin (1994) defines it 
as, 
 
“A case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenome- non within its real-
life context, especially when the boundaries between phenome- non and context are not clearly 
evident.“ (Yin 1994 in Dubé and Paré, 2003). 
 
The research of a case is useful when the phenomenon is complex and broad, when an in-depth and 
holistic investigation is required, and lastly when a phenomenon cannot be examined outside of the 
context in which it happens (Benbasat et al. 1987; Bonoma 1985; Feagin et al. 1991; Yin 1994 in 
Dubé and Paré, 2003). 
The target audience of ‘Master of None’, is predominantly young people, or “millennials” as 
the advertisers of the show call them. ‘Master of None’ has been credited to serve as a case study, in 
which it explores the opportunities for making the world a better place, but without the broader use 
of political framework. Because this show is contemporary in its themes portraying society, we 
found it relevant to this project. Furthermore, we found it relevant, as we are trying to investigate 
the contemporary phenomenon of humour within a real-life context that is the imagery of a social 
issue - in this case feminism. As described by Dubé and Paré (2003) because we are investigating a 
broad and complex phenomenon as humour, a holistic approach is a necessity. The show presents 
various issues within the concept of ‘feminism’ and the episode is arguably using a holistic 
approach when aiming at engaging and attempting to impact development within its viewer. This is 
all further explained when the theory of ‘Edutainment’ is presented in the theory section, as well as 
it will be applied in the analysis.   
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Interpretivism and Content Analysis 
Case study research is often associated with special attention on the importance of interpreting 
meaning. The assumptions concerning human meaning characteristics of the interpretive paradigm 
are central to a case study research (Mills et al, 2010). Interpretivism is a term for a range of 
academic perspectives on the interpretation of social reality and meaning-making, focusing on 
understanding rather than predicting and explaining social phenomena. The interpretive theory 
includes phenomenological and hermeneutic approaches as well as social semiotics (Chandler and 
Munday, 2011). 
According to Bassey, “To the interpretive researcher, the purpose of research is to describe 
and interpret the phenomena of the world, in attempts to get shared meaning with others." (Pollard 
2002: 3). This is exactly what this project aims to succeed at. By adopting an interpretive approach 
in this research, we chose to interpret the world around us from our point of view, however still 
based on academic theories. In order for us to achieve complexity and nuance in the final result, it 
was important to depict different understandings of the use of humour when conveying sensitive 
societal issues and in this case issues regarding feminism. We also used interpretivism in relation to 
content analysis for our Analysis chapter when finding the meaning behind our chosen case study. 
Content analysis is a research technique, which can be used to reach conclusions about data 
in its context on the basis of evidence and reasoning. This definition includes those proposed by 
Lasswell (1968), Berelson (1952) and Holsti (1969) (Rossi et al, 2014). According to Lasswell, 
content analysis is a technique that emphasizes the quantification of “what” a message 
communicates and presents the classic formulation: WHO says WHAT to WHOM and with WHAT 
EFFECT. Berelson (1952) defines content analysis as a quantitative technique, which is systematic, 
objective and describes the communication manifest content (Rossi et al, 2014). In our case, we 
identified the contents of the episode we chose as a case study, analysed them individually in 
relation to their context and applied our existing theories. Once the analysis is done, we investigated 
the data and obtained conclusions. The identified themes from the analysis are indicators of broader 
issues, which will be elaborated on in the Discussion chapter.   
The following section will be the Theoretical Framework, which includes an overview of 
feminism, Edutainment, communication theory and various theories of humour. The primary 
theories will be the ones concerning humour, due to our investigation of humour as a phenomenon. 
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Theoretical Framework 
Introduction  
This project is based on the phenomenon of humour in the context of feminism. We will now 
present the theoretical framework, which consists of a specific selection of theories by relevant 
scholars within the field. Firstly, we shortly present feminism and its development to highlight the 
notions that scholars find relevant to discuss, but these notions are also relevant for our analysis, 
which will follow in this chapter. Secondly, there will be a description of communication theory 
and Edutainment theory. Lastly, we will shift the focus to various humour genres that will later be 
used in analysis and discussion. It is important to note that all the texts we present, we have only 
taken the most relevant points, which is beneficial for our research. Throughout this chapter we will 
also explain the relevance for the chosen theory and then in the analysis and discussion we will 
apply it.  
Awareness on feminism 
The ultimate cause for Western feminism to emerge during the late 1960s and early 1970s was due 
to a long history of prejudices and inhuman comments against women, which prevailed over a 
myriad of social and cultural texts. Feminism was and is, a reactive discipline, which among others 
tries to explain the reason behind why women are being treated as a second-class citizen and 
offered fewer opportunities in comparison to men (Mishra, 2013). 
Women’s history has grown it has also extended into the history of gender and helped to 
birth subfields such as the history of masculinity, men and sexualities. And in today’s time, gender 
alongside topics of class and race is considered to define and proscribe social life as well as how to 
understand the foundations of an individual’s personality/identity (Kimmel, 2007). Even though it 
is the flexible university system in the United States, which have most thoroughly housed the 
history of women, it is still something that have touched all world regions both institutionally and 
intellectually, which can be seen in the remarkable advance of women’s history (Bennett, 2006). 
Another aspect of feminism is postcolonial feminism and its impact on the development of 
Western feminism. Feminist theories in developed countries have often been criticized for 
‘mainstreaming’ women and putting them all in one box even when these women have nothing 
more in common than their gender. Postcolonial feminism argues that women from non-Western 
countries are misrepresented in conventional feminist ideas and theories because these do not take 
into account the difference of race, class, economy and sexuality (Narayan and Woolcock, 2000). 
However, postcolonial feminism sometimes faces critique because some feminist scholars argue 
that by focusing more on postcolonial feminism (race, class, ethnicity) they divide the waters and 
make the wider feminist movement fade (Bulbeck, 1998). 
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There is an assumption of women being a part of a homogenous group is not based on the 
basis of biological essentials however it is produced by secondary anthropological and sociological 
universals. It is also the reason why in any particular piece of feminist analysis, we see women 
depicted as a singular group due to their shared oppression (Mohanty, 1988). This categorization of 
women all over the world being the same is also an aspect postcolonial feminism is discussing. 
However, it seems that in any culture and in every part of the world, gender roles are being 
assigned to men and women. From the beginning of a person’s life there is a need for a clear 
distinctions between the genders (Fine, 2010). The very basis of an individual’s identity tends to be 
put into a box, which depends on their sex, where individuals are encouraged to develop certain 
attributes and qualities to fit the societal expectations on gender. Gender, however, varies a lot and 
definitely differs based on where you live, when you live (year) or who you are. Gender is cross-
cultural and being man or woman, feminine or masculine, means different things to different people 
(Kimmel, 2007). This short introduction to feminism will be used to see how humour can better the 
understanding of the feminist agenda. 
Now, the different humour theories and ways of using humour for communicating will be 
explained. 
Communication Theory 
Em Griffin (2009) writes about seven traditions with the field of communication theory, but the 
most relevant tradition for this project is the socio-cultural tradition. Socio-cultural communication 
theory is often theorized as, “A symbolic process that produces and re-produce shared socio-
cultural patterns” (Griffin, 2009: 144). In his text, Griffin (2009) explains that our everyday life 
interactions reproduce themselves because they are heavily dependent on pre-existing social and 
cultural structures. In a sense, socio-cultural theory beliefs that individuals are always a product of 
their social environments, and that they because of their specific social environment will produce 
particular norms and worldviews which makes social change difficult. Socio-cultural theory 
challenges the assumption that social institutions are inevitable, and instead “(…) cultivates 
communicative practices that acknowledge cultural diversity and relativity, value tolerance and 
understanding, and emphasize collective more than individual responsibility” (Griffin, 2009: 146). 
Furthermore, it is relevant to mention how ‘persuasion’ as a form of human communication 
is ever-present. According to Shen (2013) “Persuasion can be defined as communicative activity 
that is intended to shape, reinforce, or change the responses of another, or others, in a given 
communication context” (Miller in Shen, 2013: 273).  The purpose of using persuasion is to control 
the environment so that it has the intended outcome the sender wishes for. Functions of persuasion 
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can for instance be, 
 
“(…) reality construction, where the purpose of persuasion is to define certain issues, which in turn 
influences interpretations and evaluations (…)” or “(…) conflict resolution, where the desired and 
obtained outcomes reflect compromise of the original desires of the involved parties” (Shen, 
2013:273). 
 
The study of persuasion as a means to make an effective study design as a social scientific study 
started in middle of the twentieth century, however, the first comprehensive theory on persuasion 
the dates back to ancient Greece. There, Aristotle would claim that effective persuasion should 
consist of logos, pathos and egos (Shen, 2013). 
               In theories of persuasion lies also the theory of reasoned action (TRA). TRA 
concludes that behavioural intentions are established on two parts: attitude and subjective norms: 
“Attitude is a person’s evaluation of the action under consideration. Subjective norm is a person’s 
beliefs about behavioural prescription held by another person in regard in regard the target person” 
(Shen, 2013: 277). Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) is an extension to the TRA that adds a third 
predictor of how people’s behavioural intentions, and their capability to carry out an intended 
behaviour. Figure 1 shows a model of TRA and (TPB).  
 
TRA and TPB as a way of communicating for instance awareness of feminism could prove useful 
seeing as it can help alter the attitudes of people. The next theory is Edutainment and it will further 
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elaborate on how specific types of communication can impact social change regarding social issues. 
This theory belongs within the field of communication and it is the fundamental theory that we base 
our analysis and discussion. 
Edutainment 
In the field of communication strategy, there are several methods to take use of when trying to 
change social behaviour. One of these is called Entertainment-Education (EE or edutainment). The 
definition of edutainment is given as: “The process of purposely designing and implementing a 
mediating communication form with the potential of entertaining and educating people, in order to 
enhance and facilitate different stages of pro-social (behaviour) change” (Bouman, 1999 in Tufte, 
2005: 159). 
In Tufte’s Entertainment-education in Development Communication from 2005, he gives 
the example of a very early run-in with edutainment as a communicative tool for changing social 
behaviour from the 1930’s in America with Popeye (the sailor man) as a means of promoting 
spinach sale to improve farmer economy and population health. Popeye was the strong cartoon 
character that, by eating spinach, could take on all the bad guys and become a hero. This was of 
course directed at children – and it worked. Spinach sales went up 33% and Popeye became a role 
model for children who started eating healthier and more vegetables (Tufte, 2005). 
The use of edutainment as a communication strategy has grown sizably in the last decade 
(Singhal and Rogers, 2004, 1999; Sabido et al, 2003; Tufte, 2001; Bauman, 1999 in Tufte 2005) 
and edutainment has especially been a popular way of promoting health awareness, like anti-
smoking, vaccine-promotion and HIV campaigns. The objectives of the use of edutainment vary, 
but most commonly it is used for individual behavioural change to support social change (Tufte, 
2005). 
In the case of this project, the standpoint is that too few people actually understand what 
feminism is all about. Edutainment could be useful because of its effectiveness in identifying social 
problems, power inequalities and the root of these inequalities, as well as how to better collective 
action and structural change (Tufte, 2005). 
The communicative strategy of edutainment has three generations. For this project, the third 
generation is the most interesting to look at, as it mainly focuses on core problems in society rather 
than just promoting health, 
 
“The focus today is on problem identification, social critique, and articulation of debate, 
challenging power relations and advocating social change. There is a strong recognition that a 
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deficit of information is not at the core of the problem. Instead the core problem lies in a power 
imbalance, in structural inequality, and in deeper societal problems. Solutions are sought by 
strengthening people’s ability to identify the problems in everyday life, and their ability to act –
collectively as well as individually– upon them. Empowerment is the keyword of the third generation 
EE” (Tufte, 2005: 165). 
 
As feminism’s main focus is social inequality in all its spectres, the empowerment edutainment tries 
to create could be vital for inspiring new understanding of feminism for the ones who are not yet 
fully informed of its actual intentions. 
Women in the front of media activism also provide a social alignment function. That means 
that gender issues can be brought close with the socioeconomic issues such as class, race, ethnicity 
and sexuality; that is, related social characteristics that have served as the basis for exclusion and 
marginalization for a long time (ibid.). 
Women's existence in the media can additionally provide an educational function. It can 
push feminist-oriented ideas, analysis and language into the public sphere that otherwise would 
have been silent, invisible or marginal. For example, women can get informed about their legal 
rights, health and well-being and how to stop stereotypical representations of women in the media 
(Byerly; Ross, 2006). The fact that edutainment calls for social change is what makes it relevant for 
this particular project. Humour is a fascinating communication skill and the following chapter will 
elaborate on the history of differences and similarities of humour between men and women. 
 
Humour preferences for men and women 
In order to create an understanding of humour as a tool for social change, in this case feminism, it is 
relevant to research if there are differences and preferences in humour in relation to men and 
women, this section will do just that. 
According to Freud, joking constitutes of three parties: teller, target and intended audience. 
In order for the joke to be successful there must be a shared understanding between the three parties 
regarding the meaning of the joke and the implications of the joke’s target (Lampert & Ervin-Tripp 
in Ruch, 1998). The desired outcome of a joke is laughter from the audience, which will indicate a 
shared understanding and attitude towards the meaning of the joke. If a joke fails it is not 
necessarily because it is not clever or funny, but because the audience and teller do not share the 
same attitude or experience with the meaning or target of the joke. According to Martin D. Lampert 
and Susan M. Tripp, the number of studies with a basis in Freud’s three party theory pose different 
problems because of the tendency to focus on a two-party relationship instead, 
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“(…) tellers and the target of their jokes, or audience and their reaction to jokes with systematically 
varied targets, structures and themes” (Lampert & Ervin-Tripp, 1998: 232). 
 
The problematic nature of these studies is the lack of acknowledgement of social context, because 
although men and women may like different humoristic elements it might have nothing to do with 
personal preferences, but instead it has to do with the social context which if we ignore, might leave 
men and women to rely solely on their personal experiences to guide their understanding. 
For a majority of the 20th century scientists who study humour have found that men are 
more likely to be the teller of the joke, whereas women have functioned as an appreciative 
audience/receivers instead of actually producing humour of their own (Freud, 1905 in Lampert & 
Ervin-Tripp, 1998). According to Lampert and Ervin-Tripp, before the 1970s many researchers 
found that men in general were more likely to enjoy humour, especially humour with underlying 
aggressive or sexual tones. The fondness for these types of humour has been accepted for men, as it 
was perceived as more appropriate humour for men than women. When it comes to social 
interaction several philosophers have argued that humour is an expression of social superiority, 
something that is rather common in men because of society encouraging men to be dominant and 
aggressive. Due to this socialization, men have been expected to use humour in order to be 
dominant and gain social control (Lampert & Ervin-Tripp, 1998). If women were to produce 
humour similar to the sexual aggressive tendencies of men, it would be considered inappropriate 
and immodest. Because of the radically different socialization and expectations of women, who 
were expected to be gentle, submissive and sensitive, it was given that the woman was a better fit to 
be on the receiving end of humour, acting as an appreciative audience instead of the joker herself. 
Women would have a great deal to lose in terms of sexual and feminine identity if they were to 
adopt the male accepted humour as their own; hence the benefits of producing humour were not as 
great for women as they were for men. 
Jokes and humoristic conversations typically carry a target that the meaning of the joke 
revolves around. If the target of a joke is someone with a higher social status, the cost of such a 
remark will be bigger than if the target was of lower social status, as the latter feels more obligated 
to comply. Researchers have found that people with a higher social status are therefore more prone 
to tease and joke about the ones of lower social power than vice versa, as they do not have anything 
to lose. This research, therefore points to the theory that men often target women when joking, and 
women (because of their lower status) should feel bound to not joke about men, but instead be 
receptive of jokes made about them personally and women in general. Supportive research has 
found that women do respond more positive towards female-targeted humour than male-targeted 
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humour, and the research argues that this is in fact that case (Lampert & Ervin-Tripp, 1998). It is 
rather bewildering that the research showed that women prefer anti-female humour to antimale 
humour, because why would anyone prefer to be the target of the joke? An explanation could be 
that women were afraid of admitting to preferring antimale humour because of social rules and the 
fear of losing social status, or it could simply be that the women in fact were more positive towards 
men than their own sex. The fact that men were legally and economically superior to women meant 
that women were severely dependent on them, furthermore, women in the past did not have all-
female social societies which could mean a lack of solidarity between women. These circumstances 
may have led women to bond more with the men in their lives (father, brothers, boyfriends) instead 
of other women, which could possibly lead to a greater sense of acceptance towards anti-female 
humour than anti-male (ibid). 
Lampert and Ervin-Tripp (1998) that reviewed over 40 studies conducted between 1970 and 
1996 in the search of evidence for, “a decline in the acceptance of antifemale humor and a rise of 
pro-feminist or resistant humor” (Lambert and Ervin-Tripp (1998) in Crawford, 2001), concluded 
that there was a trend toward diminished acceptance of anti-female humour and an increased 
acceptance of humour that challenges traditional views of gender by targeting men (Crawford, 
2001). 
Different studies during the 1980s researched women’s different appreciation patterns of 
humour and found that teenage girls, from the age thirteen to nineteen, appreciated sexual humour 
and had a growing dislike of sexist sexual humour from mid-adolescence to early adulthood. Many 
personality and value variables have been studied as well, and Losco and Epstein (1975) found that 
women who had a traditional view on gender (men as more competent and women as nurturing), 
but saw men and women as relatively equal, tended to appreciate anti-male humour more. 
Furthermore, several studies have shown that both men and women who view the sexes as equals 
tended not to appreciate anti-female jokes as much, but had increased appreciation for anti-male and 
pro-feminist humour (Lampert & Ervin-Tripp, 1998). 
It appears that women and men differ rather little when it comes to humour appreciation. 
Men seem to like sexual humour more, but women may also like sexual humour to the same degree 
if the joke is not also sexist. The studies show that women do not like the jokes with female targets 
as much as men do, and women may like male-targeted humour more. An important aspect to 
remember of this research is that it is laboratory studies and perhaps these patterns are not valid 
beyond the laboratory. The joke appreciation paradigm has its attributes, but it comes with some 
problems as well. Because of the nature, or perhaps unnatural environment, for these studies, it may 
cause women to downplay their appreciation of sexual humour. Similarly, the excessive usage of 
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prefabricated humoristic material may possibly create an invalid impression that cartoons and jokes 
holds the same pattern and outcome of other humorous behaviour, such as spontaneous humour. To 
be able to achieve a higher understanding of the subject is to look at studies or methods that focus 
on humour in people’s everyday life (Lampert & Ervin-Tripp, 1998). 
Alternative methods have been designed in order to understand the everyday aspect of 
humour preferences, one of them is self-report methods where the participants write down their own 
experiences with humour. This allows the participants to engage with a broader range of humour 
and bring the interpersonal context into play. This method is like laboratory studies not completely 
free from self-monitoring, people may not want to reveal liking certain jokes if it will make them 
look bad. Nevertheless, what makes this particular method stand out is that it eliminates the inherent 
male-bias you may find in published material and instead focuses on the examples of humour that 
men and women share with the opposite and same sex. The studies, which have used this method 
demonstrate that both men and women enjoy sexual humour, and one particular study by Mitchell 
(1977, 1978) showed that men and women were more likely to tell jokes regarding their own 
gender’s experience (i.e, men talk about penis size and women talk about menstruation, fear of rape 
etc.) (Lampert & Ervin-Tripp, 1998). It also showed that men and women were more likely to relate 
to the jokes, which focused on experiences by members of the same sex. Because they would be 
able to appreciate and understand the joke in the same way the teller had intended (.ibid). The 
following chapter will elaborate on gender in a social context while focusing on feminist humour. 
 
Feminist Humour          
According to Crawford - a very well credited scholar of Gender- women’s humour sometimes has 
an important purpose and that is to fight the prevalent constructions of femininity. In her 1995 
publication Talking Difference on Gender and Language, she argues that for any socially 
subordinated group, the first step towards a political and social change is to develop a sense of 
group identity and solidarity, a process that often starts with the talks women have with their 
friends. As discussed by Coates (1996), through the use of humour in a social context with their 
friends, women simultaneously become aware of how their individual experiences are shared by 
other women as well and they develop a different understanding of their self and the things they 
know already; and that is what makes women’s friendships worthy of close investigation (Coates, 
1996 in Crawford, 2001: 13). 
Crawford has argued in her 1995 publication that women began to challenge the received 
wisdom about gender roles and relations in the political organizations and group for raising 
awareness of the 1970s. They evolved a distinctive humour that could be used as a powerful tool of 
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political activism. This function of humour about solidarity-building goes beyond the immediate 
context of cohesiveness among small groups of friends, and is used to create a collective group 
identity. Without a collective group identity there cannot be social change (Liss et al., 2000 in 
Crawford 2001). 
There is a common stereotype claiming that feminists lack humour, but this misconception 
is due to the prevalence of sexist humour, which is not endorsed by feminists (Shifman and Lemish, 
2010).  Feminist humour often aims at exposing the gendered power structures that can be seen in 
sexist humour, by questioning the traditional stereotypes that flourish in sexist jokes. Feminist 
humour has by Crawford (1995, 2003) been defined as, 
 
(…) Humour that challenges traditional views of gender by targeting men and resisting dominant 
constructions of femininity (e.g. ‘A woman’s place is in the house – and the Senate’; or, ‘If men 
could get pregnant, abortion would be a sacrament’). (…) Humour which reveals and ridicules the 
absurdity of gender stereotypes and gender based inequalities” (Shifman and Lemish, 2010: 873). 
 
When it comes to how feminists differentiate themselves as feminists through their humour and 
how they use humour in groups of women with similar mind-sets, there are very few studies of 
discursive practices. White (1988) asked women who identified as feminists, to keep humour 
diaries for an eight-week period. From analysing the three diaries, White came to the conclusion 
that the values expressed in the diaries were, 
 
“[...] positive evaluations of women, celebration of women’s experiences, affirmation of women’s 
strengths and capabilities, and autonomy and self-definition for women” (Crawford / Journal of 
Pragmatics 35, 2003: 159) 
 
Feminist humour not only subverts the gender roles of the dominant culture that are inflexible, it 
mocks the stubbornness and inflexibility of feminists. Yet, different people have different 
perceptions and responses to different humoristic material. Moreover, the perception of moral may 
also differ from person to person due to different experiences and viewpoints (Veatch, 1998). 
Because of the individual perception of humour people react differently to different kinds of jokes, 
some people will find some jokes amoral and unaccepting, while others may find it funny due to 
their reduced moral attachment to the particular target of the joke. Thomas C. Veatch talks about 
the interpretation of the individual in relation to their set of moral principles, e.g. why feminists do 
not laugh at sexist jokes. He explains that people who are openly and publicly feminists believe that 
sexism is an irreversibly bad thing, and are therefore much more attached to the subject than the 
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teller. This does not mean that the teller of the joke supports sexism, but rather that he/she is less 
attached to the subject than the feminist (Veatch, 1998). 
When discussing feminist humour it is important to include the reason for its creation, which 
is sexist humour. The division between feminist and sexist humour has been well documented in 
past researches such as from Franzini, 1996 and Kotthoff, 2006. This division falls in line with a 
basic difference described in studies on humour between conservative/hegemonic humour that 
targets disempowered and marginalized parts of society and subversive/rebellious humour 
employed as a weapon by those marginalized groups against those in power (Billig, 2005 in 
Shifman and Lemish, 2010). As a part of liberating women, the winds have turned and jokes at the 
expense of men are now much more common than ever before in industrialised countries (Kotthoff, 
2006; Bing, 2007 in Shifman and Lemish, 2010).  
           
Sexist Humour 
There have been four key components of sexist humour presented by Shifman and Lemish (2010). 
First, this kind of humour tends to target and ridicule women, with an emphasis on their inferiority 
to men. Second, the targeting of women is usually direct and explicit, although there are cases 
where it can be implicit (for example the use of stereotypical feminine words such as ‘blonde’ or 
‘wife’ without needing to explicitly admit that the joke is about gender). Third, sexist humour often 
employs traditional stereotypes, which portray women as sexual objects that are dependent, 
illogical, and nagging. Fourth and last, sexist humour puts an emphasis on the fact that men and 
women have different features, but in doing so it indicates that there are clear hierarchical reason 
for women to be perceived as inferior to men (Shifman and Lemish, 2010). 
In more detail, sexist humour has been an integral part of the culture in many patriarchal 
cultures and derives from the distant past. This kind of humour portrays female characteristics, 
which are based on the belief that women are inferior to men, and it tends to build on sexual 
objectification of women (Shifman and Lemish, 2010). A general opinion regarding women is that 
they are expected to show much more restraint in their personality, as well as in their sexual drive 
and aggressiveness as opposed to men (Shifman and Lemish, 2010). 
According to Shifman and Lemish and her fellow researchers, sexist humour comes in 
general or specific forms. They explain that general sexist jokes are aimed at women directly, 
presenting them as a unified collective. In their research paper they use the following example for 
comprehension: “Why don't women mind their own business? A. No business B. No mind” 
(Shifman and Lemish, 2010). As a means to explain specified sexist jokes, they use the following 
examples. One is the idea of the dumb blonde as embellished version of the ‘dumb woman’ and 
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stereotyped as a ‘sex object’, and second is the mother-in-law-centred humour, which employs the 
stereotypes of the threatening and castrating womanhood. This form of specified humour mocks 
certain female groups and characterises them as exaggerated versions of traditional feminine 
stereotypes (Shifman and Lemish, 2010). To summarise, the general sexist humour is explicit in its 
focus on gender; meaning that it is apparent that the theme of the jokes is gender, the specified 
sexist humour is often implicit – encoded in well-known stereotypes that are not explicitly labelled 
as relating to gender. 
According to Shifman and Lemish (2010) feminist humour needs a medium to express 
itself. Today, this medium is often television and the Internet where many feminist comediennes 
express themselves and the feminist cause. Through such media, comediennes have analysed sexist 
humour and Shifman and Lemish. suggest that, “gender representations are ground in well-
entrenched, historical constructions of femininity and masculinity as binary as well as hierarchical 
oppositions” (Cirksena & Cuklanz, 1992; van Zoonen, 1994 in Shifman and Lemish, 2010). Similar 
studies have pointed to substantial differences in the way men and women are represented in media. 
Generally, men are identified more with being active in the public sphere (for example in politics) 
and the world of occupation and are portrayed as rational and independent individuals. They are 
often shown to be oriented more towards culture and technology and demonstrate difficulty to 
express their emotions and display their weakness. In contrast to this representation, women are 
usually associated with ‘being’/‘appearing’ in the private sphere (for example at home), where they 
are also evaluated on the basis of their appearance and sexual attractiveness. Overall, they tend to 
be characterized as romantic and sensitive, dependent and vulnerable and uncontrollably emotional 
individuals (Shifman and Lemish, 2010). 
 
Humoristic Sub-genres 
This chapter revolves around humour as a tool for teaching right and wrongs in social contexts; 
focusing on different sub-genres of humour.  In nearly all theories regarding humour, 
communication is key. As mentioned before, when one tells a joke, they need an audience, someone 
to receive the joke and preferably laugh at it. Humour can occur as a result of thoughts or simple 
observations, however theorists acknowledge humour as a natural process entailing symbols and 
cognition (Meyer, 2000). Meyer identifies the risk of using humour as a communication tool as it 
can either unite or divide people. It can make people bond and create a feeling of unity, but it can 
also give the feeling of hidden aggression without the same repercussions as direct confrontation. 
 
“The message creator is in a position to decide how complex, and therefore distracting or draining, 
the humorous elements of the message should be. Thus, the message creator may have the upper 
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hand in determining how humor is used to communicate potentially controversial or unwelcome 
arguments to the audience members” (Polk, Young & Holbert, 2009: 216). 
 
The way humour is used to communicate messages is up to the creator who determines which kinds 
of humour he/she finds best suited for the particular message. Dependent on the topic and how 
socially/culturally sensitive it is, a particular kind of humour may prove more successful than others 
(Polk, Young & Holbert, 2009). 
 
Theories of Humour Origin 
There are three theories on the origin of humour that we deem relevant to this research due to their 
function in humorous messages. The three theories are described below: 
The first one is relief. The perspective of the relief theory is that people experience hum or 
and laughter because they sense that stress is being reduced in a certain way (Berlyne, 1972; 
Morreall, 1983; Shurcliff, 1968 in Meyer, 2000). This is a common technique on humour that 
communicators usually take advantage of by telling a joke at the beginning of their speech, aiming 
to defuse a potentially tense situation (Meyer, 2000). Simple and even awkward laughter during 
conversations has been found to relieve tension and facilitate further interaction between the parties 
(.ibid). According to Meyer, the “symptoms” of humour manifest in a physiological way and stem 
from the relief one experiences when the tensions are removed from the individual. Then nervous 
energy is released through humour, which leads to the “jag” and the “boost” theories; one reduces 
the state of arousal and the second increases it, depending on the perspective (Berlyne, 1972 in 
Meyer, 2000). 
The second one is incongruity. The perspective of the incongruity theory is one where 
people laugh at what is surprising or unexpected to them in a non-threatening way (McGhee 1979). 
Veatch (1992) uses as a centrepiece on his humour theory the incongruity through “affective 
absurdity”, where an accepted pattern is violated, or a difference is noticed. This pattern or 
difference is close enough to the norm to be non-threatening, but different enough to be surprising. 
This difference, which is neither too shocking nor too mundane, provokes humour in the mind of 
the receiver (Meyer, 2000). This means that a humorous situation should involve a perceiver having 
in mind one view of a situation that seems normal and at the same time one view where there is a 
violation of the moral or natural order. But rather than focusing on the physiological and emotional 
effects of humour, the incongruity theory emphasizes in cognition. In order to notice the 
differences, the individual must first understand the normal patterns and have the mental capacity to 
note and understand incongruous changes in order to experience humour from the incongruity 
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perspective. 
                  The third and last theory is superiority. The perspective of the superiority theory 
notes that people laugh at others when ”they feel some sort of triumph over them or feel superior in 
some way to them” (Feinberg, 1978; Grotjahn, 1957; Gruner, 1997, 1978; Morreall, 1983; Rapp, 
1951; Ziv, 1984 in Meyer, 2000). Laughing at ignorant or silly actions of others, such as when 
adults laugh at the things children say or do, illustrates this perspective. More importantly, laughing 
at faulty behaviour can create unity among group members, as feelings of superiority emerge over 
those being ridiculed and these feelings can coexist with the feeling of belonging (Duncan, 1982 in 
Meyer, 2000). It is important to mention that there are two important effects of superiority humour 
in society; societies are kept in order as those who disobey are condemned by laughter, and the 
condemners get to feel as part of a group when laughing at the ridiculed ones (Meyer, 2000). An 
example of a popular form of superiority humour is the TV show Candid Camera which allows its 
audience to laugh at people caught in situation that ridicule them. 
 
Satire 
This section will focus on satire. A situation within satire is presented in a way where the moral 
violation is not explicit, but rather for the reader to acknowledge him/herself. The violation is 
typically presented with subtlety as if there is in fact no violation this leaves the reader to depend on 
his/her own moral conscious. What stands out in satire is that there will always be people who will 
not detect the violation, 
 
“(…) this inability to detect moral violations is itself a moral violation, since people believe that 
normal people can tell right from wrong; this further violation contributes additional complexity to 
the humor, making it even more funny” (Veatch, 1998: 202) 
 
This kind of humoristic expression gives the impression of an audience, which is unable to 
comprehend the meaning of the satire, when in reality everybody might be able to understand it. 
Satire is known for being a persuasive form of humour, but in reality satire tends to fool its readers, 
making it rather misunderstood (Veatch, 1998). Gruner (1992) found rather little confirmation 
through surveys on the persuasive impact of written satire; it was merely the subjects who 
understood the satire that the satire had a persuasive impact on, which was apparently not that 
many. 
 
 
Irony and Sarcasm 
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Polk, Young and Holbert (2009) argue that the use of humour in communicating a message within a 
social or political context, may reduce the level of argument scrutiny by the message recipient 
because the usage of humour indicates “it’s just a joke”, which calls for a less critical attitude 
towards the message compared to a serious discourse. Sarcasm and irony are two humoristic 
components, which are popular when communicating opinions and messages through humour. 
Though they are often confused with one another, they have rather different patterns. Irony tends to 
be subtle where sarcasm is aggressive, and sarcasm has a clear target where irony demands a 
cognitive process by the receiver in order to comprehend the underlying meaning (Polk, Young & 
Holbert, 2009).  
 
“Social criticism is the cornerstone of sarcastic humor, which provides an outlet for anger that have 
been repressed for too long” (Bunkers, 1997: 163 in Johnson, 2004).  
 
Sarcasm tends to avoid direct conflict and being non-threatening which allows the teller of the joke 
to target someone superior to them. It allows the message to be communicated without receiving the 
normal amount of scrutiny and criticism due to the listener’s acknowledgement of the joke, which 
does not call for such critical processing. 
 
“These norms are developed cognitively as expectations for behaviour. Any deviation from such 
expectations may be seen as humorous and can be held up for ridicule, invoking laughter to 
discipline those who are not seen as properly following the rules of a social group” (Meyer, 2000: 
320). 
 
By using humour to point out and ridicule certain unwanted behaviour one enhances a norm which 
people wish to categorize themselves within. Differentiating oneself from an “opponent” or 
contrasting one’s social group with another, are humour functions communicators often make use 
of. 
Charles Gruner (1965) split humour into two basic categories, the first one was rational 
persuasive humour, which deals with truth and reality; this is identified as “wit”. The other is the 
clowning, emotional humour, which is often creative and artistic and deals with unrealism (Meyer, 
2000). 
What Meyer identifies as differentiation and enforcement humour, points out a social 
violation, which needs to be focused on and ridicules it in order to prevent and avoid this particular 
behaviour in the future. In order for the humour to be successful it is important that the 
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communicator adapts the content to the particular audience (Meyer, 2000). The nature of 
differentiation and enforcement humour leads to “discipline by laughter” targeted at the ones who 
are behaving unacceptably and by this the communicator indirectly calls for behavioural change. 
When pointing out people with a certain unwanted behaviour and getting a laugh from the audience, 
the communicator automatically creates a feeling of superiority for him/her and the audience while 
depicting the people diverging from the accepted norm as inferior (Meyer, 2000). 
The next chapter is our Analysis, which includes four main themes taken from the seventh 
episode from the TV-series “Master of None”. These themes will help us get a deeper and more 
nuanced view of where the common thread lies in regards to how feminism is understood and how 
humour can be used as a positive communication tool.  
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Analysis 
Introduction  
This analysis will be looking into the seventh episode of the Netflix original series titled “Master of 
None”. This series is known for its cultural diversity as well as its humorous communication of 
societal issues. The seventh episode, titled “Ladies & Gentlemen”, is mainly concerned with 
feminism and portrays a different set of characters and their experiences with harassment, sexism 
and the general differences in the treatment of men and women. 
 The show is anchored in the comedy genre, but also touches upon important societal issues 
such as gender inequality and sexism. In many ways, this episode can be construed as a type of 
edutainment, and this analysis will aim to put emphasis on the humour discourses used, while 
combining it with how these parts can be related to reality. 
 The episode, ‘Ladies and Gentlemen’, that we have chosen as our case study will here be 
shortly explained and the different scenes will be elaborated on continuously throughout the 
analysis: While working on a commercial, Dev (the male protagonist) finds out that a female friend 
and colleague had been stalked by a man on her way home from a night out. When Dev tells Denise 
and Rachel (his lesbian friend and girlfriend) about this occurrence, the women tell him that they 
share similar experiences. The episode contrasts the everyday sexism women experience with the 
male privilege most men unknowingly live with. Dev, for instance, realizes his privilege, and he 
eventually identifies himself as a feminist and wants to change some of the unfairness women often 
experience because of their sex. Due to his newfound awareness of sexism, he discusses with the 
director of the commercial that all the women in the cast are merely there to be ‘eye candy’ and do 
not serve an actual purpose in the commercial other than looking pretty for the camera. The 
following day the director has revised the commercial so that all the main speaking roles are given 
to the women, and Dev is as a result fired for no longer serving any purpose in the commercial. 
Although Dev is disappointed, the women are thankful that he stood up for them to be portrayed as 
more than merely pretty props. 
In order to find the different types of humour theories that the show takes use of, we have 
divided the episode into scenes, in which we will analyse and elaborate on how the humour is used 
to promote feminism. 
Bar (part 1) - Scene 1 
The first scene of the episode is set at a bar where we see Diana, one of the female characters, being 
approached by a man who quite clearly is interested in her. Diana politely rejects his efforts which 
causes him to become even more sexually aggressive and obnoxious, resulting in Diana walking 
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away from him. 
 When the man approaches Diana with two drinks in his hand, he tells her that he bought 
these drinks for them to which she politely declines. He then tells her “Great so I just paid for these 
and now I have to throw them out?” and acts as if Diana should be grateful for getting a drink. We 
see Diana feeling uncomfortable and replies to the man with a hesitant “Uhm.. sorry?” which is 
followed by him replying “Whatever” and drinking both shots. This occurrence can be a quite 
common experience among women. This behaviour can be connected with the traditional gender 
expectations where the man is expected to provide and the woman to gracefully receive. By using 
humour to point out this man's negative behaviour, the norm which people wish to categorize 
themselves within is getting enhanced. Differentiating oneself from an “opponent” is a humour 
function that is often used by communicators in order to achieve behavioural change (Meyer, 2000). 
 The man changes back to a softer tone and continues flirting with Diana, he asks her if she 
wants to “hang out sometime” which Diana, clearly annoyed by his previous behaviour, declines. It 
is now apparent that Diana starts feeling uncomfortable and starts getting up from her seat in order 
to avoid him and uses the excuse that she has to go find her friends. The man acts very surprised 
with her behaviour again and tells her that he thought they “had something...”, meaning chemistry 
between them. In this scene, the man seems oblivious to his behaviour and to how it causes Diana 
to feel. Although he has been aggressive and pushy in his behaviour, he still expects her to be 
interested in him and from his last reaction from his interaction with her, one can see that he is 
clueless about how uncomfortable he has made her feel. 
 One can argue that this scene can be linked to the theory of superiority which is used in 
order to laugh at the man's faulty behaviour by creating unity among the viewers who will first 
identify the problem, ridicule the violator with laughter and finally have the feeling of belonging in 
the group that condemns this sort of behaviour. The educational aspect of the scene calls for 
edutainment because it not only entertains the viewer, but it educates on issues women deal with 
and many men may be unaware of, leading to the enhancement of pro-social behaviour change 
(Tufte, 2005). 
 
Leaving the bar - Scene 2 
In this scene, they show a sketch switching from shot to shot of how a walk home at night can differ 
for men and women. When leaving the bar, Diana, the female character, first asks her friends if 
anyone is going the same way as she, so as not to walk alone, as they walk home talking about 
random everyday things such as the weather, whilst the song ‘Don’t Worry Be Happy’ plays in the 
background. Diana, meanwhile, is walking in the dark alone with music fit for a horror movie in the 
background to stress the very different situation that she is in. 
 Dev and Arnold display a seamlessly careless behaviour compared to the heightened level of 
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anxiety Diana is experiencing. The scene shows a common scenario many women experience when 
having to walk home alone, as well as the unawareness men have on the subject. Of course, this 
scene is exaggerated, and it uses humour that could be linked to what is known as differentiation 
and enforcement humour, as described in our Theoretical Framework. For instance, in order to 
make the male viewer aware that women experience fear from walking home alone, the episode 
makes use of humour that can “discipline by laughter”. Differentiation and enforcement humour 
points out a social violation, which needs focusing on, and ridicules it with the aim of impacting 
social change (Meyer, 2000). 
 In the following scene, Diana is seen avoiding strangers, looking over her shoulder 
constantly, and dials ‘911’ on her cell phone in case she gets attacked. Dev and Arnold, on the other 
hand, are seen making a shortcut through the park in order to get home faster – not worrying about 
possible attackers. 
                  When Diana is in the shot again, we see how the man who hit on her earlier at the 
bar appears. He wants to get in contact with her, but frightened, Diana starts running away. 
Crossing back over to Arnold and Dev, still with cheerful music in the background, Dev steps in 
dog-poop and is frustrated because it ruins his new sneakers. 
 This scene, once again, displays an obvious contrast in the line of events. While  Diana is 
concerned with protecting herself from a possible attacker, Dev is concerned with his new sneakers 
and becomes frustrated that they might be ruined. The absurdity of this scene is, of course, intended 
to astonish the viewer’s sense of morality. The scene makes use of a component within the field of 
humour known as irony, in which the target can be to convey a message. Irony, according to Polk, 
Young & Holbert (2009) demands a “cognitive process by the receiver in order to comprehend the 
underlying meaning”. For the audience, this situation is cringe worthy because Dev’s problems 
appear extremely silly and unimportant compared to Diana’s.  
 This situation, while horrible in real life, is made funny with the humour elements of 
incongruity such as, “let’s go get tacos!”. Even though the situation of a person being followed 
home to their private residence is a nightmare in reality, the audience will find this situation funny 
because the absurdity and clowning behaviour of the stalker is unexpected and non-threatening 
(McGhee 1979). The humour in this scene makes use of “affective absurdity” as described in the 
Theoretical Framework, where the situation the viewer has in mind is abrupted by a completely 
different situation, in this case a funny one, as well as ‘clowning’ with its use of emotional and 
creative humour that deals with unrealism (Meyer, 2000). 
 In the end, Diana picks up her phone and calls for assistance. The odd thing is that she does 
not sound scared but more like, “yeah, it happened again”, as if being followed home by a creepy 
stalker was everyday stuff that comes with being a woman. While this situation too is displayed in a 
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humorous manner and with comic relief from the absurdity of the situation, we argue that it was 
meant to show an underlying imbalance between the genders: “Gender expresses the universal 
inequality between women and men. When we speak about gender we also speak about hierarchy, 
power, and inequality, not simply difference” (Kimmel, 2007:2). 
 When Diana finally reaches her building and is hurries inside, she realizes that the guy from 
the bar is standing in front of her door where he is yelling, “Let’s go get some tacos!” Diana’s 
immediate response is, to ask him to leave, but the guy is persistent saying, “Come on! Give a nice 
guy a shot!”, “Let a nice guy win for once!”. This is to say that in this situation, the man who 
stalked Diana feels that he is somehow allowed to do this. For him, he does not consider stalking a 
woman home a violation against her, because he is a ‘good guy’. Even though it is made in a funny 
way in this scene, we argue that the aim is to show the privilege, and at times ignorance men have 
towards the problems women face. 
 This scene is a good example of how the producers of the show bring awareness to 
inequality by using satire. The absurdity and moral violations in this scene is not presented in the 
most explicit way because of the comic reliefs, but we argue that it still leaves the viewer with a 
feeling of compassion for women who have to deal with creepy people stalking them home. 
 
Commercial - Scene 3 
In this scene, we see Dev, Diana, and the rest of the film crew on set to film a commercial for 
selling barbeques. Dev is the leading character on in the commercial, and Diana and the other 
women are in the background smiling and carrying food. As the commercial wraps up, Dev and 
Diana find out that they were at the same bar the night before, and they talk about how their 
evenings went. 
 There are different elements to look at in this scene. To start with, the setup of the 
commercial depicts a ‘traditional’ American barbeque, which is communicated in an interesting 
way because it is not a scene, which includes humour in a manner where one laughs out loud, 
however a clear hint of irony is included. The commercial displays a sensitive but also extremely 
important issue regarding traditional gender roles, because it displays Dev and one other man, as the 
only two who actually have any spoken lines. All the women are used as pretty props, whose only 
purpose is to smile and give some ‘authentic homeness’ to the commercial. This is quite common 
for American commercials, however, in this show the constant light irony and heavy satire really 
pinpoints, and subtly ridicules this classic American commercial model. As explained by Polk, 
Young and Holbert (2009) in our Theoretical Framework, irony here is used in a subtle manner; 
meaning that the whole segment clearly shows that what is portrayed is not reality but an obvious 
stereotype regarding traditional gender roles. This is also a clever way to communicate a sensitive 
subject, which has a societal and political context. The use of humour in the overall portrayal of the 
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commercial makes it easier to digest this specific serious topic. Because of the sarcastic 
interpretation of traditional gender roles and the added irony, this scene forces the receiver/viewer 
to cognitively process the essential meaning of the, to some extent, moral violation that women are 
only used as props (Veatch, 1998). 
 To further outline and remind the viewer of the obviously sexist setup of this type of 
commercial, the director of the commercial says, “Great job guys (…) you looking good ladies”. 
This quote by the director is an implicit act of a sexist statement. As mentioned in the Theoretical 
Framework sexist humour has four components (Shifman and Lemish, 2010). The director’s 
comment can be linked to the four components about sexist humour. Firstly, it is aimed at women 
and it shows superiority to men due to the director only acknowledging the men for their work. 
Secondly, the sexism is in this case implicit because it is such a quick comment, which only gets 
noticed by careful attention to the scene. Thirdly, this comment also represents traditional 
stereotypes that showcase women as sexual objects, which can be seen in the acting women’s 
overall role within the first commercial. Lastly, the saying also puts an emphasis on how the women 
in this case are inferior to the men by having less important and merely decorative features in the 
commercial. 
 In the midst of this ironic commercial scenery, the segment changes over to a conversation 
between Dev and Diana. They talk about their weekend and coincidentally find out they were at the 
same bar. Dev shares his problem when walking home from the bar, he stepped in poop that ruined 
his “favorite sneakies” (sneakers). Afterwards, he asks Diana about her weekend and she replies 
with an, “Umm” and then the scene ends. We know from the previous scene that Diana was stalked 
all the way home from the bar. It is very interesting how she acknowledges Dev’s “horrible” 
experience by not expressing that his story is ridiculous compared to her own. The scene applies 
satire to get the message across and the moral violation in this scene is not explicit but it is for us 
(the viewers) to depict the foolishness of Dev's problem compared to Diana’s. Especially because 
he is telling a less horrible experience to someone who just went through something, which we can 
argue that most people would categorise as a horrific experience. Yet, the creators of the show 
chose to leave out the part where Diana tells Dev her story, which adds to the viewer being the one 
to analyse the implicit message. 
 
Brunch - scene 4 
In this scene the four friends are sitting in a café eating brunch. Dev talks about Diana’s 
uncomfortable stalker experience from the weekend, and learns quickly that both Rachel and 
Denise have experienced stalkers too. The conversation leads to other sexist experiences that 
women often encounter, to Dev’s big surprise. 
This scene is the start of Dev’s newfound insight to the sexist experiences women encounter 
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every day. He is baffled as he finds out the distinctly different experiences men and women have of 
everyday situations.  Rachel and Dev compare the comments to the same picture they put on their 
Instagram profiles, Dev’s is a friendly comment from Arnold, but Rachel’s comment is from a 
stranger writing “I wanna fuck your face”. The frank and appalling comment is funny because of 
the surprise element and contrast to Dev’s comment and the absurdity of the fact that it was a food 
picture and not even a picture of her face, as Rachel herself points out. Meanwhile it also expresses 
quite clearly men’s aggressive sexual behaviour towards women. This situation is a clear example 
of incongruity due to the surprise twist of “I wanna fuck your face”. While it is being a clear 
violation of social norms, it is also portrayed in the episode as unwanted behaviour and it delivers a 
laughable absurdity to the situation (Meyer, 2000). 
Arnold tells the group that even before the conversation they are having, he considered 
himself a feminist and proceeds to explain the definition of feminism: “A feminist is a person who 
thinks men and women should be treated equally. I fully support that. So, my good sir, I am a 
feminist.”  
Here, Arnold inform the friends about his knowledge on feminism and how it is a rather 
logical decision for him to identify as a feminist. The calm, entertaining and simple explanation on 
feminism not only educates Dev, but the viewer learns something as well. This scene is therefore 
heavily affected by edutainment as it teaches about feminism and does it in a way that it would be 
difficult for a sane person with morals to dispute feminism after watching the episode. One could 
argue that the episode, and particularly this scene will create a reflection within the viewer and 
make the individual viewer conclude to him or herself: “Well I guess I’m also a feminist then”. In 
edutainment one often sees the messages possess a more subtle and underlying nature, whereas in 
this particular case it is clearly being communicated to the viewer (Tufte, 2005). 
 
In the Train - Scene 5 
This scene takes place in the subway train where Dev and Denise see a man masturbating. They 
discuss how they can make him stop and teach him a lesson, and they ultimately decide to make a 
“citizen’s arrest” after agreeing that it is a real thing. When they confront the man by yelling: “Stop 
what you’re doing, this is a citizen’s arrest!” he denies their accusation and claims that he was 
simply zipping his jacket. Everybody’s eyes are on them and people are shaking their heads in 
disgust over the masturbating man, meanwhile two passengers say they too saw him masturbating, 
and the woman then calls him “disgusting”. Here, the viewer can see the passengers uniting against 
the unacceptable behaviour, communicating that such behaviour is wrong. This leaves the 
masturbator in an inferior position and the people who act within the socially accepted norms as 
superior; communicating to the viewer that they are included if they condemn this kind of 
unaccepted behaviour (Meyer, 2000). When Denise and Dev “arrest” the man they high-five each 
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other and shout out a satisfied: “We did it!” where after the many people around them applaud at 
their successful intervention. This scene is in line with Tufte’s third generation theory (2005) 
because of the scene showing the viewers a situation where the characters identify a problem and 
actually take action, resulting in praise and applause from the people around them.  
 
“Solutions are sought by strengthening people’s ability to identify the problems in everyday life, and 
their ability to act –collectively as well as individually– upon them. Empowerment is the keyword of 
the third generation EE” (Tufte, 2005, 165).  
 
It encourages the viewer to be brave and take action when they see violating behaviour; hence 
empowering the individual to take it upon themselves to be the change. 
Craigslist - Scene 6 
This scene shows Arnold and Rachel walking to the apartment of the person they want to buy a 
couch from. The interaction between the two characters 'plays' with the traditional gender roles and 
especially satirizes the classic notions of masculinity. In the second part of the same scene, the 
characters have arrived to their destination where they interact with the seller of the couch and the 
satirical approach to gender roles continues. 
                  At first, the two characters are shown walking next to each other looking very 
stereotypical male-female; Arnold is tall and strong, Rachel short and petite. The two characters 
encounter a mouse, which horrifies Arnold. He is disgusted and what is stereotypically perceived as 
feminine in his behaviour, because one typically sees the woman being petrified of the mouse and 
the man being brave. In contrast, Rachel remains calm and tries to protect and support him, offering 
to take him for some tea in order to sooth him and make him feel better after seeing the mouse. The 
interaction of the characters in this scene can be considered a twist in the classic sexist humour 
where one sees the female character being in distress and dependent of a strong, masculine man to 
protect her, showing her inferiority to men (Shifman and Lemish, 2010). Naturally, in this scene the 
'natural order' of things seems out of balance, which immediately connects it with the theory of 
incongruity from the Origins of Humour. When incongruity is involved, the audience laughs at 
something that is surprising and absurd to them or unexpected in a non-threatening way (McGhee 
1979); in this case a big, strong man acting the way women are expected to act when encountering a 
mouse. 
                  Later on, we see the characters having reached their destination and getting ready for 
the encounter with the seller of the couch. As they are about to step in, they discuss how they will 
approach the negotiation. Arnold, having already bragged about his negotiation skills, requests that 
he handles the conversation being the “bad cop” -the one that questions the price of the couch and is 
the tough negotiator - while Rachel should have the role of the “good cop” being nice and more 
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understanding. Here, more stereotypical gender roles can be identified: Arnold being a great 
negotiator which is a skill often connected with men, and deciding how the conversation with the 
seller will go.  
                  When the characters enter the apartment and introduce themselves, Arnold seems to 
have completely forgotten about the negotiation strategy and starts enthusiastically praising the 
couch and all its features. Affective absurdity can be linked to this scene as the viewer (perceiver) 
has a pre-existing view of what is a normal situation, suddenly is exposed to a violation of the 
natural order of things (Meyer, 2000). Arnold act the exact opposite way he was supposed to and he 
obviously cannot hide his excitement for the couch. This scene also serves as humorous relief as 
Arnold and Rachel serious strategizing outside the apartment is quickly turned upside down the 
second Arnold lays eyes on the couch. He ruins his self-proclaimed reputation as a good negotiator 
while he is bouncing on the couch, and Rachel takes on the role of the negotiator instead. She 
manages to buy the couch for less than the asking price, pretending that Arnold is her “simple” little 
brother. 
 
Bar (part 2) - Scene 7 
Once again, the friends are at the bar and Dev tells Diana and another woman from the commercial 
cast about the subway masturbator and how he and Denise stopped him. The women are very 
impressed and throughout the night Dev talks enthusiastically to multiple women about sexism. 
One woman explains how a man told her to: “smile more, beautiful”, and Dev follows up by saying 
“why should you smile more? Cause women get paid 23 cents less on the dollar than men do? 
Because the government is trying to regulate your body? You smile more? Nuh uh, him smile less”, 
showing off his newfound knowledge on feminism and his understanding towards the many 
discriminations women encounter. Here, one sees an implementation of facts and acknowledgement 
of feminist issues which informs the viewer about everyday sexism that they may not have been 
aware of. Again, the episode identifies power inequalities in society while teaching the viewer 
about sexism, which makes the edutainment aspect rather strong (Tufte, 2005). All the women he 
talks to are very excited about his story and his support on feminist issues, and as the scene plays 
out the mood increases alongside the volume of the music; everybody is dancing and celebrating 
Dev’s heroic actions. He is basking in the glory of his new awareness about male privilege and is 
gaining much female attention because of it. This communicates to the male viewer that supporting 
feminism and understanding the importance of it will be an advantage when talking to women, 
arguably something many men would like to be successful at. What is worth mentioning about his 
conversations with the women is the fact that he does not have a sexual agenda when discussing 
sexism with the many women, he does not discuss it because he wants to pick up women (he is in 
love with his girlfriend), but he talks about it simply because he finds it important, and obviously 
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enjoys the fact that he feels included in a female community that he lacked the understanding to be 
a part of before. The scene shows how Dev and the women bond over their agreement on feminist 
issues and their dislike towards sexist men and the many gender inequalities of society, 
differentiating themselves from the social violators; hence creating a feeling of superiority amongst 
themselves (Meyer, 2000). 
 
Bar (part 3) - Scene 8 
In this scene, Dev, Arnold, Rachel, Denise and two other of Dev’s friends are sitting talking in a bar 
booth. The director, Brad Honeycut, walks up to the table and apologizes to Dev for pulling him out 
of the commercial. Honeycut then proceeds to introduce himself and only shakes the hands of the 
men at the table, leaving Rachel and Denise feeling ‘snubbed’ because he did not deem them 
important enough to shake their hands. Dev does not understand their point of view, saying that he 
probably just could not reach them. Rachel and Denise, however, explain that this is not an 
uncommon experience for women, and Rachel gets offended by Dev’s lack of understanding. 
 This scene portrays one of the many subtle problems women experience with 
sexism.  Rachel gets offended because Dev disregards her perception of the situation saying, 
“We’re telling you that this is something that definitely happens to women all the time - but fine! 
Deny our perception of the world”.  The situation at the bar-table is tense, and this leads to Arnold 
delivering a comic relief, saying that Honeycut still had wet hands after  coming out of the 
bathroom. He funnily adds, “I don’t wanna shake no wet hands!”. This interrupts the seriousness of 
the moment. Afterwards, Dev and Rachel are talking alone, and Dev makes a snide remark that he 
is, “sorry she missed out on the life changing experience of shaking hands with Brad Honeycut”, 
after which Rachel walks away from him. Dev is then sitting alone and confused, pondering over 
the situation. 
 In regards to edutainment, this scene makes a smart move to get the viewer to reflect upon 
everyday sexism. Because of the humorous elements in this scene, that often functions as comic 
relief, the subtle messages is smoothly slipped into the viewer’s mind, creating a reflection of the 
issues portrayed. With the use of humour and subtle hints, such as showing Dev considering the 
situation from Rachel’s perspective, this scene can arguably impact viewers to consider and reflect 
upon why there is a tendency to disregard experiences women have. 
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Walking Home - Scene 9 
In the very last scene of the episode, Rachel and Dev are walking home together. Dev has thought 
about the handshake snub, and he attempts a halfhearted apology, “So, ah… I as thinking about the 
whole Brad Honeycut situation, and, uhm, there’s a chance that what he did maybe have been a 
little sexist”. Rachel, however, is not too impressed with his apology. When Dev states that he is 
sure that Honeycut was not motivated by some sexist agenda when not shaking her and Denise’s 
hands, and that he likes to believe the best in people, Rachel tells him off, “Oh, what I’m saying is 
that there are a lot of subtle little things that happen to me and… all women, even in our little 
progressed world, and when somebody, ESPECIALLY my boyfriend tells me that I’m wrong 
without having any way of knowing my personal experience, it’s insulting”. This affects Dev, and 
he finally understands how he, as a man, has privileges, and that he will never fully understand 
what it is like to be in Rachel’s shoes and see the world from her perspective. 
 While this specific scene is not loaded with humour, it manages to evoke some thoughts 
because of the rather deep dialogue. Dev, or Aziz Ansari as his real name is, who is also the creator 
of the show, implements a thought into the viewer’s brain about listening more to the experiences 
women have and to believe in their experiences. While the creators of the show never call it 
edutainment, Ansari gave a statement during an interview as to why he made this specific episode, 
 
“The seed of that episode came from a bit during my Madison Square Garden special where I’d talk 
about women getting followed home by creepy dudes, and I’d ask during the bit, “Raise your hands 
if you’re a woman and you’ve been followed home,” and everyone would raise their hand. And then 
all the other women would look around and go, “What the fuck?!” Then, I’d ask all the guys if they 
expected all the women to raise their hands, and none of them really did. They couldn’t believe it. I 
thought it was interesting that this is happening, yet so many people are unaware of it. And the 
problem is people aren’t talking about it. What I’ve learned, as a guy, is to just ask women questions 
and listen to what they have to say. Go to your group of female friends and ask them about times 
they’ve experienced sexism at their job, and you’ll get blown away by the things they tell you. You’ll 
think, “What the fuck? This is way darker than anything I’d imagined.” (www.thedailybeast.com 
visited 7-5-2016) 
 
We argue that Ansari as Dev manages to get this point of listening to others’ experiences across. It 
is done in a clever way because this scene, as well as the entire show, is based on satire. The moral 
violation Denise and Rachel experience when not having their hands shook, and moreover the lack 
of understanding Dev has to this seemingly unimportant event until he finally understands it, is 
satire at its best, 
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“(…) this inability to detect moral violations is itself a moral violation, since people believe 
that normal people can tell right from wrong; this further violation contributes additional 
complexity to the humor, making it even more funny” (Veatch, 1998: 202). 
 
It could be argued that most men just like Dev, because he represents the normal ‘good guy’, would 
not notice this type of moral violation unless they have it explained to them. But suddenly, he can 
detect the ‘moral violation’, meaning that others, like the viewers of this show, will also be able to 
see the right and wrong in this scenario. 
 As the scene wraps up and Dev admits to not fully understanding Rachels’ life experiences, 
they once again introduce a sort of ‘last’ comic relief to take off the pressure from the serious 
discussion. Before ending the episode Rachel shouts, “NOPE! I won! I won! I won! I won! Hello 
everybody – I WON! I had a fight with my boyfriend, and I just won the fight!” While Rachel is 
skipping away on the sidewalk with Dev running after her, the episode ends and the viewer is left to 
make up their own thoughts on feminism. 
It becomes apparent throughout the analysis that the satirical show Master of None is 
especially fond of using comic relief, as well as implementing the third generation of edutainment, 
in which “Solutions are sought by strengthening people’s ability to identify the problems in 
everyday life, and their ability to act (...) (Tufte, 2005, 165). Dev portrays the everyday ‘good guy’ 
who is ignorant to the sexist experiences women face. In the end, however, because he listens to the 
women and try to put himself in their shoes, he is ‘enlightened’. The episode is of course meant to 
inspire other ‘good guys’ to look past their own noses and male privileges, and try to be more aware 
of the, often subtle, everyday sexism that happens to women. This episode also encourages women 
to open up to each other about their own experiences with sexism and harassment. Through the 
scope of humour, impacting pro-social change becomes possible. It is of course difficult to measure 
the impact an episode like this have had on viewers, seeing as the show is fairly new in its genre of 
socio-political satire, but it is possible to look at the effects earlier comedians have had on society. 
Therefore, now that we have identified and analysed and applied the important humour theories 
used in the episode, we will attempt to further elaborate and discuss on some of the important 
themes. We will do so by introducing other different cases/scenarios in which humour has had an 
impact on pro-social change/awareness, as well as linking them to the similarities that can be seen 
with the episode ‘Ladies & Gentlemen’.  
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Discussion 
Introduction 
As mentioned, the discussion chapter of this project will look into different scenarios in which 
humour has been used to promote a cause. While looking into different themes we have deemed 
relevant for a further discussion of humour to impact social change, we will also include relevant 
findings and similarities from our analysis. 
Comedy for social change 
When we speak of humour, we essentially speak of a social phenomenon. We share humour as a 
form of communication with others when we are in social interactions, and the humorous utterances 
we share, are often shaped by the cultural and social situations we find ourselves in (Kuipers, 2008). 
         Today, humour is used for many things. This may sound arbitrary, but in truth, humour and 
comedy have arguably become the greatest communicative tool of the decade. Humour as a tool for 
communicating can be seen on all media platforms, in politics, and in the way people carry out 
conversations and discussions. Take for instance comedy shows. Often, just as in ‘Master of None’, 
TV series will more or less show a situation that is related to an issue in society. This could, for 
instance have to do with race, because that is and have always been, a big discussion in the United 
States. In order to talk about an otherwise sensitive topic that might bore or to some extent make the 
viewer lose interest, comic relief is introduced to make the spoonful of social issues go down a bit 
easier, while still introducing the viewer to the problem. It is not to say that all TV shows have an 
agenda of educating their audience, but often, in order to pull in the viewers and make them part of 
the world the director’s create, it is important to show contemporary social reality. Today, TV-
series have arguably become the “new” movies and therefore also a great platform to raise 
awareness to specific social issues. ‘Master of None’ is just one of many series that deals with 
different social issues that can be depicted within American culture. Besides laying out feminism, 
Master of None also discusses racism and the cast of the show is deliberately diverse as to include 
several ethnic groups - something quite rare in Hollywood. Also the show ‘Black-ish’, is a great 
representation of the American societal issues regarding ‘cultural appropriation’, what it means to 
be African-American and to some degree the feeling of not being “black enough”. Another show 
that also deals with an interesting, yet sensitive topic is ‘Orange is The New Black’. Here, a female 
transgender cast member is introduced, making the show very contemporary in regards to the 
discussion of transgender people. Even as ‘Orange is the New Black’ is not solely comedy, it still 
deals with sensitive topics in a humorous manner. 
         There is also a great deal of stand-up comedians who use humour, parodies and satire in 
order to discuss social issues. The popular comedian Kevin Hart, for instance, is known for using 
his platform to address social problems - a great example is his short speech at the Oscars 2016, 
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where he used his speaking time to talk about how there was no African-American actors/actresses 
who were nominated in the major categories. Hart used his slot to bring awareness about a very 
sensitive topic. A contemporary opinion that can be read on media platforms, like Reddit, is that 
comedians have almost become more important than politicians when shedding light on social 
issues. They use their platform to talk about socio-political issues, and often do so in a more honest 
manner than the politicians. For instance, John Oliver, who is the host of a talk show (‘Last Week 
Tonight’), and a socio-political comedian as well as a political commentator, every week take up 
new dilemmas that are problematic in contemporary society. Lately, he has been commenting on 
the political campaign run by the possible Republican presidential candidate, Donald Trump. 
Trump, who is often ridiculed for his billion-dollar inheritance from his father, his sexists 
comments, and his racial attitude towards Muslims and Mexicans is in a clever, sharp, and satirical 
manner cut down by Oliver, who picks apart his campaign, and compares him to the “back-mole of 
America” or in other words, the seemingly harmless mole that turned into cancer 
(www.youtube.com, Accessed 10-05-2016). Now, whether or not one would classify Trump as a 
social issue is of course subjective. However, a great number of people, including high profile 
personas, like Sadiq Khan, the newly elected mayor of London, have especially on social media 
stated negative opinions concerning Trump, urging like Oliver, the people of America not to vote 
for him, as the president of the United States affects the entire world. As we state in our Theoretical 
Framework, the communicator of humour must, in order to be successful, adapt the content to the 
particular audience: “The nature of differentiation and enforcement humour leads to “discipline by 
laughter” targeted at the ones who are behaving unacceptably enabling the communicator to 
indirectly call for behavioural change. When pointing out people with a certain unwanted behaviour 
and getting a laugh from the audience, the communicator automatically creates a feeling of 
superiority for him/her and the audience while depicting the people diverging from the accepted 
norm as inferior” (Meyer, 2000). Oliver uses exactly this type of differentiation and enforcement 
humour when he critiques the political skills an overall behaviour of Trump. 
         The use of humour and comedy to communicate for- or against a desired outcome in any 
societal relation can be seen as persuasion-communication. As stated in the Theoretical Framework, 
the purpose of using persuasion is to control the environment so that it has the intended outcome the 
sender wishes for. Functions of persuasion can for instance be,  
 
“[…] reality construction, where the purpose of persuasion is to define certain issues, which in turn 
influences interpretations and evaluations […]” or “[…] conflict resolution, where the desired and 
obtained outcomes reflect compromise of the original desires of the involved parties” (Shen, 
2013:273).  
 
This persuasion as communication when used in a, for example humorous/satirical way, can of 
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course also be seen in relation to bringing positive awareness to feminism. 
        There are also, as will be elaborated on later in the discussion, a great deal of stand-up 
comedians who use humour as a tool to discuss more serious topics. However, this is fairly recent – 
especially when it comes to female comedians. Aundré Herron, a veteran in stand-up comedy, said 
that it was difficult for her to be accepted by her audience if she spoke of issues in society, rather 
than her ‘periods and boyfriends’. Over the years, Herron, made a niche out of confronting serious 
topics such a homophobia, sexism and racism (www.eastbayexpress.com visited 10-05-2016). But 
even though women like Herron make their comedy about actual problems in society and arguably 
manage to reach a big target group persuading them to agree with their viewpoints, comedy has 
often been criticized and dismissed as not being an effective tool for pro-social behaviour impact, 
 
“Comedy, especially stand-up comedy, regularly draws criticism for being offensive and for 
perpetuating negative stereotypes. This, however, is a sign of a healthy comedy culture because it 
means that comedians are pushing social boundaries. Stories and expressions that are normally 
unacceptable are met with laughter and agreement when they are told on stage. The fact that the 
content is encrusted in humor is like a sugar coating to bitter medicine. The laugh takes away the 
sting” (www.humanityinaction.org, Accessed 10-05-2016). 
 
Our argument, much like the quote above, is that humour can have a positive effect. As can be seen 
in the episode ‘Ladies & Gentlemen’ from our Analysis, humour when “encrusted in sugar coating” 
of comedy can actually have an educating effect on the viewer. When a harsh reality, as the fact that 
most women experience some degree of sexism on a regular basis, is presented to a viewer while 
being serious and funny at the same time, it arguably has a better chance of being heard. 
         However, TV shows and stand-up comedians are far from the only ones using humour to 
communicate a specific topic. In the later years, humour and more specifically comedy have 
become a big academic industry. Here, humour and comedy has for instance been used to look at 
how these can be helpful in conveying wider understanding, as well as start discussions, in the 
tackling of issues such as transracial adoption, special needs children, feminism, cancer, and people 
with mental health issues. Instead of humour and comedy being seen as something silly and 
possibly offensive, it is now being viewed and applied by academics for its many possibilities in 
communication: “Over the last five to eight years there's been a shift in the public perception of 
academics studying comedy. It's becoming regarded as a worthwhile area” (www.theguardian.com, 
Accessed 10-05-2016). 
         As we show in the analysis chapter of this project, humour and satire can easily deal with 
some very serious problems in society. It is, however, difficult to measure in numbers exactly how 
much the use of humour can better a campaign and to what extent the viewers will agree. In 2007, 
BuzzFeed released a short video on gender wage gap, in which they show how the woman is paid 
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78% compared to the men’s 100% even though she performs the same job (a topic that is also 
mentioned in ‘Ladies & Gentlemen’). This short video was made in a satirical manner and heavily 
loaded with sarcasm to get the point across that this is not a fair division for women. However, the 
message was by many male viewers received with ill will. In fact, on both the BuzzFeed and 
Youtube media channels, many males have made sexists comments towards the female actress, as 
well as commenting that the gender wage gap does not exist (www.youtube.com, Accessed 10-05-
2016). So in this case, it would seem that comedy and satire did not serve the intended purpose of 
the sender. However, one could argue that people are more prone to write negative comments than 
positive ones, possibly because people become more vocal about their disagreement than if they 
shared the same view as the one presented by the sender. With something as subjective as humour, 
it can be difficult to target social issues, but we still argue that in many cases, humour makes for an 
easier, and more well received message. 
 
Feminist humour and social positions  
In this section of the discussion, female comedy will be the main focus and how particular women 
have made history by pushing the gender normative boundaries of comedy and dared to speak up on 
topics that was not considered attractive or acceptable for women. Although there are many 
important women in the history of female comedy, only a few will be discussed based on their 
relevance to this particular project and due to limited pages. It is important to understand that the 
female comedians mentioned in the following pages are not necessarily identifying themselves as 
feminists (though some are), but in spite of their individual identification they still communicate 
through their comedy strong female voices that empower women to be and say what they feel is 
right within themselves, independent of gender stereotypes or what is expected of them.  
As mentioned in our Theoretical Framework, the notion of humour has through history been 
associated primarily with men while women have tended to be on the receiving end. Though times 
have changed and the two sexes appear to share more common ground than ever before, it is still 
difficult to escape the common claim that: “women are not funny”. 
Women have never been expected to be funny. For a long time they were merely the 
beautiful sidekick on the man’s arm, with no other purpose than to smile and be attractive. Lucille 
Ball is one of the first women in comedy. She started out in 1933 where she was asked by a director 
if she would take a pie in her face, other showgirls were asked as well, but she was the only one 
who accepted (Martin and Segrave, 1986). Throughout the 40s and 50s it was normal that women 
had to humiliate themselves for laughs as this was the only way they were told they could succeed 
in the business. Ball became famous for her physical comedy and starred in the hit show I Love 
Lucy where she played a wife and homemaker with a rebellious side who battles with old gender 
stereotypes while fighting for a career (Johnson, 2004).  
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Sitcoms have always been a field of television where women were more represented than 
other programmes, due to the fact that sitcoms have historically been dominated by domestic 
themes.  From I Love Lucy to 30 Rock (2006-2013) where Liz Lemon (Tina Fey as head writer of a 
TV sketch show) tries to keep the damage caused by her male co-workers on a minimal, sitcom has 
always been obsessed with behavioural patterns of men and women. You see women in movies 
who are funny, but most of them are actresses who do not create their own humouristic material, but 
merely possess the comedic skills of timing and deliverance; and these women are always beautiful. 
Women who create and perform their own comedy have been successful because they have been 
willing to look funny (Mizejewski, 2014). This can, for instance also be seen in ‘Master of None’ in 
our Analysis (commercial - scene 3), where they in a satirical way portray the stereotypical 
American barbecue commercial with the men in front, and the pretty women wearing aprons in the 
back. The women do not have any spoken lines to begin with - they serve only as decoration in the 
background to enhance the sales of barbecue grills.  
 Pretty and funny have arguably always  been an either or for women;  if you are pretty you 
are not expected to be funny and vice versa.  Basically, as a woman you are not rewarded for what 
you say, but what you look like. More and more women are popping up on TV, embracing their 
femininity and their comedy proving that women can be both (ibid).  
This leads to the genre of stand-up comedy that has always been a boys club, and the men 
performing have never been expected to be attractive.  What is interesting about women in stand-up 
is the fact that they write their own material and can talk about whatever subject they want because 
it is an individual act of comedy where you do not have a director or screenwriter telling you what 
to do or say. What may be difficult about being a female comedian is the bias people have regarding 
pretty women not being funny, and the less feminine one looks will arguably ‘allow’ one to be more 
funny, making the audience less critical towards the performance.  
 A stand-up comedienne who was a big impact, and to many people still is today, is Ellen 
Degeneres. Degeneres has put her mark on multiple fields such as stand-up, sit-com, writing books 
and having her own talk show. In 1997 she came out as a lesbian on her sit-com and in real life, 
moving her from the mainstream audience to being a marginalized lesbian, but eventually she found 
her way back to the mainstream audience thanks to her comedy (Johnson, 2004). After her coming 
out she became more open about political issues although she has uttered that she stays away from 
being political in her material, she has automatically found a voice for not only women, but the 
LGBTQ community as well.  
 Another female comedian who represents different social groups is Wanda Sykes. Sykes, 
who is not only female, but also black and lesbian, has through her long career talked about feminist 
and racial issues, and used her voice to talk about serious topics such as western body ideals, as 
well as being a black woman in a culture that identifies femininity and beauty as linked to being 
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white (Mizejewski, 2014). In a stand up show called ‘Sick and Tired’ she talks about the huge 
pressure that comes with having a vagina and that frankly, she would like a break from it. She then 
asks the female audience, “Wouldn’t it be nice if the pussy was detachable?” she goes on to give 
examples of the different situations where it would be a huge advantage to be able to leave the 
‘pussy’ at home. She gives the example of going for a run as a woman and a man jumps out of the 
bushes, pretending to jog on stage she tilts her head and says: “ah! I left it at home!” insinuating 
that there is nothing for the man to ‘take’ from her, hence she is safe from harm. She goes on to say, 
“You can go visit a professional ball player’s hotel room at 2 o’clock in the morning. ‘Sex? Nuh uh, 
my pussy’s not even in the building’”. The audience is laughing and applauding enthusiastically to 
Sykes’ joke and you can hear the many women laughing recognising her point. Sykes manages to 
talk about rape culture without even using the word ‘rape’. By telling this sort of joke she brings 
forth a rather delicate issue and makes the audience consider female identity and the unwanted 
attention one gets as a woman because one has something men want. This type of humour can also 
be seen in our Analysis in scene 2, where Diana, Dev and Arnold are depicted walking home late at 
night. Even as the scene is satirical and made in a funny way with the exaggerated horror music 
playing in the background, Master of None still manages to raise the problem and moral violation of 
rape culture without directly talking about it - much like Sykes. 
 Stand up comedy is arguably one of the most powerful styles of comedy when it comes to 
conveying messages and beliefs to an audience. As a stand up comedian you have a style and an 
individuality that equips you with an unfiltered voice, some will like it and others will not. One can 
argue that the more a stand-up comedian comes to learn and understand about their audience 
through their career, the more respect and trust will be received from the audience. This can lead to 
the assumption that the more respected the stand-up comedian is, the more effective is the message 
of their comedy on their audience. Communicating taboos, such as sexuality, sexism and race, 
through humour can create a space where new understandings and perceptions of the taboos can be 
reflected upon. A stand-up comedian forces the audience to see the world from their perspective, or 
at least from the perspective they wish to bring forth. As mentioned in Theoretical Framework, one 
has a tendency to appreciate relatable humouristic subjects more than subjects that are unfamiliar, 
especially when they are coming from someone of the same sex or social group as oneself . So can 
men actually be affected by humour in such a way that they change their behaviour towards 
women? Are men able to grasp the seriousness of sexism and gender inequality? It is an important 
step in the right direction that more and more male comedians are speaking up about sexist issues as 
they presumably have a bigger male audience than female comedians. Louis CK is a very 
successful comedian who has done stand-up for decades and written,directed and starred in two TV-
shows. In one of his stand-up shows he talks about men and women dating, 
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“The courage it takes for a woman to say yes, is beyond anything I could ever imagine. A woman 
saying yes to a date with a man is literally insane… and ill advised. (...) How do women still go out 
with guys?! Considering the fact that there is no greater threat to women than men. We’re the 
number one threat!” (Louis C.K, 2013).  
 
He brings awareness to the fact that women are in a fragile position in context to dating men 
because of the history of women’s death and injury being caused by men. This example is similar to 
the bar scene in Master of None where Diana politely declines a date with the man in the bar, which 
he does not accept and decides to follow her home later to beg her to date him. Louis CK brings 
awareness to the bravery that follows being a woman and saying yes. The joke calls for respect 
towards women and their right to say no. He then follows up by saying: “Do you know what our 
number one threat is? Heart disease!” stating clearly the radically different experiences that follow 
the two sexes, while expressing how privileged men are compared to women.  
Stand-up comedy can be rather effective when communicating messages, but nothing is without 
complications. The following pages will focus on the limitations of humour. 
 
Limitations and applications of humour 
What makes comedy and comedians worthy of research is that their search for laughter naturally 
leads them to look for, explore, and express unspoken taboos in society. Mainstream American 
culture has been criticised for often pretending that, for example, racial issues do not exist. 
Unfiltered and honest talk about sensitive subjects can be rare among people, but comedians can 
usually have a free pass when it comes to issues like these because everything they say can be 
covered in a veil of humour. One could argue that ‘Master of None’ satirically devotes itself to 
revealing a society that takes so much pride in being politically correct and pointing out its many 
flaws. On social media as well as in real life, people are constantly confronted with claims saying 
that sexism is not an issue in today’s society and that women are merely being hyper-sensitive. The 
‘Master of None’ episode calls out the many things society ignores and because of a multi-ethnic 
and diverse cast with both men and women as lead roles, it is able to bring forth a nuanced satirical 
depiction of society and its many prejudices. The show is itself rather politically correct in the sense 
that it prefers to point out the inequalities instead of incorporating offensive material. This trait 
brings a level of sophistication to the show, also due to the subtlety of the messages and moral.  
As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, comedy and especially stand-up comedy, 
often receives criticism for being offensive and for preserving negative stereotypes. This, however, 
can be seen as a sign of a healthy and necessary kind of discourse, because through vocalising the 
taboos and societal problems, the comedians push social boundaries and bring important issues to 
our attention. When discussed on stage, stories and beliefs that are normally unacceptable can be 
met with laughter and agreement. The way the content of the comedy is coated in humour works 
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like sugar coating bitter medicine; the laugh takes away the sting.  
But what if the sting is too painful for the laugh to cover? Where is the line for joking and 
how far can a joke go before it stops being funny and starts being offensive? Political correctness is 
a term that touches upon that. It is used to describe language, policies and measures, which intend 
not to offend or disadvantage any marginalized group of people in society. Political correctness is 
often criticized for having very little to do with sensible needs like genuine equality for men and 
women – and everything to do with closing down debate and imposing a sort of ideological purity 
(www.hbr.org, Accessed 11/05/2016).   
During an interview in ESPN, an American radio station, the famous comedian Jerry 
Seinfeld commented on political correctness and comedy. He expressed the opinion that young 
people in colleges tend to be very politically correct and sensitive, and use expressions such as 
“That's sexist”, “That's racist”, etc. leaving no space for social critique (www.huffingtonpost.com, 
Accessed 10-05-2016). Similar statements have been given from other comedians, such as Chris 
Rock and John Cleese who have discussed the condescension that political correctness can be 
connected to, treating the target of the joke as a helpless entity that is unable to stand for themselves 
(www.salon.com, Accessed 10-05-2016). This “war” between political correctness and classic jokes 
has felt particularly salient these past few years. Making people laugh at delicate subjects is a 
difficult task, because jokes can be easily misunderstood, and offense can be subjective because of 
the different experiences people have, as mentioned earlier in our Theoretical Framework. Even if 
the vast majority of people agree that a particular humorous material strikes the perfect balance 
between being thought-provoking and funny, there will be some people who misunderstand the 
underlying message and take to the social media to voice their thought and complaints. Yet, for 
every self-righteous person on social media who is quick to label a relatively inoffensive piece of 
media as distasteful, there is another person out there making unambiguously offensive statements 
and probably claiming in a defensive tone that “no one can take a joke anymore”. 
However, political correctness could still be a useful tool which, when used properly within 
comedy and humour, could help refine classic sexist and racist humour through the prism of 
political correctness and could arguably lead to a wider audience appeal. It would be important for 
the humorous product to not sacrifice for the sake of political correctness the element of surprise, 
irony, or incongruity. These are elements that are needed in order to cause the audience’s laughter, 
otherwise the product is not funny, the communication between the teller and the audience has 
failed, the audience has not been affected and no social change can be achieved (Lampert & Ervin-
Tripp, 1998). For example, If a stand-up comedian “polishes” their aggressive, sexist material for a 
show, their work could appeal not only to men who generally tend to appreciate aggressive and 
offensive humour more than women, but to a larger audience (Lampert & Ervin-Tripp, 1998). And 
wider appeal means more people affected by the intended message, which means more chances of 
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social change. And how can a wider appeal help spread a positive message, inform and educate? 
Can the message really be understood and have an impact on a diverse audience?  As a stand-up 
comedian you perform as “you”, the material performed is made by the performer him/herself and 
is a rather personal performance because what is being said only represents the comedian. Perhaps 
some comedians’ personality and style speaks more to men than women, and perhaps they are not 
interested in speaking to a broader audience as they may identify themselves with a specific kind of 
humour that includes one social group and excludes another.  
A series of studies run by Jayne Stake and colleagues (Sevelius & Stake, 2003; Stake & 
Hoffmann, 2000; Stake, Roades, Rose, Ellis, & West, 1994; Stake & Rose, 1994 in Case, 2007) 
gathered information about students who have taken courses within the area of women's studies 
showcasing the effect it had on their attitudes. The findings show that sexism levels decreased and 
that “students exhibited greater awareness of sexism, appreciation for diversity, and egalitarian 
attitudes with regard to gender roles after completing these courses” (Case, 2007: 426). Yet, for 
students that had not taken courses within the field of women’s studies, no improvement was found 
(ibid.). In relation to the aforementioned studies, we can argue that edutainment could show similar 
results in a field such as feminism; instead of taking a course, one can watch an TV show or movie 
that “educates” the audience in a similar way and be affected in a comparable way.  A similar 
progress could also be achieved with other marginalized groups in society - and not only women 
and/or ethnic minorities- where these groups could be given the opportunity to raise their voices and 
be heard and change the perceived idea of them created by the mainstream culture. Without being 
offensive but still pushing social boundaries and being critical, more people could be receptive of a 
communication product that otherwise could have been dismissed, not just due to its content, but 
because of how it is communicated. 
In the following part of the Discussion we go more in depth on humour as a tool for social 
change, using as an example the episode ‘Ladies and Gentlemen’ from the TV series ‘Master of 
None’.   
 
Minority groups and their use of humour for social change 
The last part of our discussion will revolve around how diversity is portrayed in the episode ‘Ladies 
& Gentlemen’ and what it does for the overall message of the selected episode. The show ‘Master 
of None’ from which we have selected a specific episode has an Indian man as a leading role. This 
could be argued to be abnormal in the sense that this TV-series is a Hollywood show and the 
majority of mainstream Hollywood shows never casts its main roles with an Indian person. Yet, this 
leading role with an Indian man is not the only diversity, which is displayed. The before-mentioned 
racially diverse main cast includes two African-American characters that are shown in our selected 
episode. Moreover, the ‘second commercial scene’, as described in our Analysis, casts an African-
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American woman as the leading role this is another factor that shows the series’ diversity. Because 
the commercial features both Caucasians and African-Americans – the arguably stereotypical 
choice would have been to place the Caucasian woman as the leading role in the commercial. 
However, since the aim of this episode, and the show in general, is to portray and raise awareness to 
social issues through humour it is a clever choice to do the opposite of what is expected. 
Furthermore, it adds to the element of surprise and forces the viewer to reflect on the portrayal of 
the social issue.  
Another parallel that can be drawn to the main role of the commercial being African-
American is to Postcolonial Feminism. The reason we can draw this parallel, is because it is a 
critique of Western feminism and due to its common representation of Third-World women as stuck 
in traditional gender roles (Bennet, 2006). Yet, it is interesting how these gender roles are still 
somewhat apparent in American culture, which this episode from ‘Master of None’ portrays. As can 
be read in our Theoretical Framework women are, according to Mohanty (1988), depicted as a part 
of a singular group regardless of class and gender due to their shared oppression. It can therefore be 
argued that this episode reflects that women, despite race and class, are facing the same issues and it 
is not only Third-World women who are stigmatized for upholding the traditional gender roles. 
        For decades, minority groups have used humour as a method for social change and as a 
reaction to humour used towards them (Johnson, 2004). There are different ways in which minority 
groups can use humour to refute their oppressor. Such as sarcasm, parody, ‘protest humour’ and 
inversion, which are all popular ways used by oppressed individuals (Johnson, 2004). The use of 
humour as a tool to make fun of oppressing groups that are dominant can raise the feeling of unity 
amongst an oppressed group through the mutual feeling of sympathy and understanding (Johnson, 
2004). This is also something, which the episode from our Analysis shows in the bar (part 2) scene 
7. The women are all fascinated and impressed by Dev’s brave action, which leads to them feel a 
shared sense of unity and empowerment. The creators of the show are smart for using a diverse cast 
to demonstrate different social issues and break with the stereotypical norms of television by 
presenting women as well as men, African Americans as well as caucasians, and homosexuals as 
well as heterosexuals in the leading cast. This ensures that more people can relate to the characters 
and that they feel represented and included. Also, due to the fact that individuals find themselves in 
similar positions amongst people of similar social groups, the message comes across stronger when 
used in the context of these groups. 
 As mentioned in the Theoretical Framework, in the early 1900s, Freud did some work on 
humour and proclaimed that within every joke said, there should be three parties included, the 
audience, the teller and the target (Johnson, 2004). Freud also claims that for the joke to be funny 
there should be a shared agreement between the audience and the teller regarding the implications, 
which it directs at the target (Johnson, 2004). The parties must also have a shared belief and 
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attitude, which supports the theme of the joke in order for it to successful (Lampert in Johnson, 
2004).   
Aziz Ansari has often criticised the casting norms in Hollywood due to its lack of diversity and its 
misrepresentation of the “everyman”,  
 
“Even at a time when minorities account for almost 40% of the American population, when 
Hollywood wants an ‘everyman,’ what it really wants is a straight white guy. But a straight white 
guy is not every man. The ‘everyman’ is everybody.” (www.variety.com visited 18-05-2016). 
 
Ansari takes advantage of his directorial debut in Master of None to change the narrative and give a 
voice to the minorities in American society. This creates a nuanced depiction of society and its 
many flaws, seen from the perspective of the “everyman” which as he mentions himself is 
everybody, and not just the white man. The gathering of like-minded people, their humour can be 
powerful and forward thinking due to the pressure of the social hierarchy not being there to 
weighing in and evaluating their jokes. Groups as such are free from feeling powerless and thereby 
are able to express their own humour (Johnson, 2004). “Ladies and Gentlemen” is a great example 
of how humour is used by marginalised people such as Dev and Diana to avoid being directly 
confrontational towards the oppressor. It is also in favor of working towards to be delicately 
undermining the power that is used against them.  
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Conclusion and Reflections 
 
“Taking an episode from the series ‘Master of None’ as the point of departure to investigate how 
feminism can be communicated through the use of humour with the aim to educate and entertain the 
viewer” 
In our pursuit to discover and investigate how we can use humour as a communication tool to both 
educate and entertain people on social issues such as feminism, we have made many interesting 
discoveries.  
 As is usually the case for humanistic centered projects, the problem statement we wish to 
investigate never has one definitive answer, but more often, several answers can be found. We are 
aware that humour can be - and often is as can be seen in other examples - a useful tool to use to 
bring awareness to important topics such as feminism. However, it is also important to keep in mind 
that perhaps not everything should be presented in a comic way, since humour can sometimes 
undermine the seriousness of the issue.  
 The results of our analysis show that humour is a tool, which works in favour of the 
message that is to raise awareness about feminism and the social issues it entails. Since, we did not 
make a reception analysis it is hard to measure how effective the actual episode was on the viewers. 
However, based on our Theoretical Framework we can -from the conducted empirical data to which 
the scholars refer to- draw parallels to our selected episode from ‘Master of None’ and see that there 
are similarities. After the analysis of our case study we wrote a discussion, which could further our 
findings and ultimately give us answers to our problem statement. The themes of the discussion 
helps to put the humour discourse in a broader and more nuanced perspective by shedding light 
upon how humour affects other similar social issues as the ones portrayed from our case study.  
    
 The humour theories we have presented in our Theoretical Framework show the important 
influence humour has today in regards to the delivery of sensitive topics. Humour and especially 
comedy can be an easier way for marginalised groups to get an important point across, without 
being judged and condemned for speaking their minds on topics that matter to them. A crucial 
aspect of humour in context to feminism, is its ability to empower women and encourage 
individuals as well as social groups. It is through empowerment one can find the courage to go 
against sexism.  In our modern society, the use of media platforms such as comedy series, like 
‘Master of None’, can ease the harsh reality of topics such as sexism and harassment against 
women. Through the use of edutainment similar communication products that use humour can bring 
awareness about such situations to the viewers, enabling them to see the bad, and often not talked 
about, parts of our society. Humour and comedy as edutainment is useful because it becomes the 
mediator who helps two parties to understand each other better and ultimately helps bring resolution 
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and sympathy to issues in society.  
 This project poses, what we believe to be relevant topics in modern time. As our project 
concerns itself with concepts of humour and feminism. It is our aim to shed light upon the ways to 
identify and comprehend these phenomenon’s. In any case, we have definitely benefitted from 
researching and writing this project.  
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